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LIKEWISE



Float Your Idea: Sky’s the Limit! 
(Or really, the Likewise ceiling)

I met Adam Moser through a mutual friend, Sarah Martin. He’d returned to Greensboro, 
NC for a year to teach at NC A&T State University. Sarah ran UNC Greensboro’s photogra- 
phy program. I taught – still teach – creative writing at High Point University in High Point, 
a town adjacent to Greensboro. Adam suggested that we collaborate on a project involving his 
apartment because his building’s façade reminded him of the cover of some album whose name 
I can’t ever remember. I’m mostly a novelist by trade, a prose writer more broadly speaking, 
and that usually means retreating somewhere to write in solitary silence; I generate manuscripts 
alone; my prior experience of collaboration was of handing finished text off to other people. 
But, I liked Adam and Sarah, I liked hanging out with them, so I agreed to their project. 

That project turned into Home for an Hour, which began as something akin to a happen-
ing that yielded, amongst its numerous artifacts, a book and gallery show. And so it came to 
pass that I discovered that I really, really, really like participating in ensemble projects, 
the sillier the better. It also came to pass that Adam and I found ourselves on what we gleefully 
deemed “A Business Trip for Art” in Salt Lake City, UT, December of 2014, where Philips 
Gallery was hosting the show and book launch. 

 At that point, Adam and Likewise cofounder, Nancy Prior, were deep into building 
out the bar. Over business-trip-mandatory cigars, Adam told me how excited he was to have 
found the exact shade of blue that was Portland’s sky on a blue-sky day by matching paint 
swatches against the skylight. I suggested that he could “blue-sky” ideas right up against his 
own ceiling. Adam was unfamiliar with the corporate-speak term for a planning/brainstorming/
innovation session in which participants “foster creativity” by dispensing with consideration 
of practical impediments: planning as if in a world without clouds.

Adam also told me that Likewise would host a bartender-in-residence program, a kind 
of artist residency in which artists would propose a site-specific, socially-engaged project in 



keeping with the social practices in art movement. Selected artists would then spend up to 
a month working on their project and bartending, no prior bartending experience necessary. 
In addition to the primary art project, the setup allowed for a flipping of the cliché “I’m bar-
tender who is also an artist/writer/actor/etc.” Instead, artists would bartend as artists, because 
they were artists; presumably, this would affect the artists’ practices in some way, as well as 
shift the relationship between server and patron into something closer to art as well: a con-
scious rethinking of the relationship and intents of an otherwise taken-for-granted exchange. 
I jumped. I told Adam that I’d bartend for a month.

I even had a proposal ready: Blue Sky Inside. 
The premise was simple. I’d provide patrons with the means to jot ideas on tags and then 

float them using helium-filled balloons. The ideas would fill the blue-sky ceiling. At some 
point, I’d collect the text, and make some kind of new text out of it. We rented a helium tank, 
painted, “Sky’s the limit, float your idea,” on the wall, bought 200 colorful party balloons 
and about as many item tags. Perhaps seven ideas were floated the first night. The next day, 
my hopes of filling the entire ceiling with balloons were brought back to earth: the balloons 
had descended. We adjusted. Nancy bought these lovely yellow map pins and Adam nailed 
them in a long row down the wall. We hung the fallen ideas like war trophies. 

As the project evolved, the long rows of balloons – one down each wall – became their 
own attraction. Patrons would begin reading ideas and altogether forget that they’d come in 
for a drink. At the end of our collection phase, a self-professed balloon therapist wheeled in 
her wire shopping-cart filled with balloon projects. She was more mirage than real: stunning-
ly beautiful and coutured in a hand-stitched busking costume modeled on what I imagine a 
pageboy might wear to jousting tournament. Enamored of all of our balloons, she explained 
her many balloon projects to us: therapies to determine chemistry between potential lovers and 
therapies to enable conversation and therapies to resolve conflict. She then wheeled her way 
back out into her nomadic travels; the whole a visitation from some alternate universe in 
which whimsy was the primary practice of the land’s most sophisticated. 

The visible presence of the balloons also led to my initial conversation with Mariano 
Hernán Spina/Novoa, my collaborator.

In the fourth week of my residency, Mariano came into the bar and ordered a Fernet 
while waiting for a friend. When his friend joined him, they asked about the project. I ex-
plained it. He said he’d like to collaborate and gave me his card. I was extremely excited 
at the proposition of a collaborator on the final stage. I’m not particularly visually minded. 

I didn’t know what I’d do with the text I might make out of the ideas. At best, I’d imagined 
I’d type up the product on my laptop, and then maybe read it, or put it on a website or some-
thing. I didn’t know. But here was an experienced artist and writer, a designer with a full 
book arts production studio, offering to collaborate! 

I emailed Mariano the next day, not really believing that his offer could’ve been more 
than one of those things people say when they’re in a good mood at a bar. He emailed back 
right away; and we agreed to meet the following day. We began discussing design parameters 
and art philosophy. In short, we began collaborating, and that collaboration’s product is this 
book. 

My rules for the composition process, and manner of its documentation stemmed 
from our initial conversation. I would photograph each idea-bearing tag, about 160 in total. 
I would then break the text on each tag into what I loosely termed independent phrases: any-
thing bounded by end punctuation, list items, lines of verse. I then printed out these transcribed 
ideas on regular white paper from which I cut out the individual phrases so that each was on 
its own little slip of paper. These, I arranged into new narratives, dialogues, poems, into the 
long-promised new text. Perhaps not surprisingly, this new text strikes me as an exploration of 
the kinds of dialogues and monologues, interior and exterior, that might occur in a bar. While 
I’m certain that’s a product of the original ideas’ origins, I can’t tell whether it’s because of 
how the bar influenced the patrons’ compositions, or if simply the provenance of my source 
text guided my process. 

I arranged the new text on my dining room table, which happens to be dark wood with 
a layered patina of watermarks and stains. I photographed each individual section, and then 
ordered the sections. Mariano has now laid out those photographs, along with images of some 
of the balloons, and this foreword. 

And, if you’re reading this foreword, he’s also printed the books and bound them.
Enjoy!

Jacob Paul








